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Budgets and Financial Management in Higher Education This thoroughly updated and expanded

edition of the classic resource The Jossey-Bass Academic Administrator&#39;s Guide to Budgets

and Financial Management will help administrators become more proficient in their financial

management roles. Grounded in the latest knowledge and filled with illustrative examples from

diverse institutions, as well as helpful reflection questions, the book&#39;s guidance can be put to

immediate use. In addition, the authors suggest ways of avoiding common pitfalls and address what

to do when faced with budget fluctuations and changing fiscal environments. "This book is vitally

important for understanding the complex financial underpinnings of higher education. Could there be

a more critical time for administrators to add to their knowledge in this area? I don&#39;t think so."

&#151;EUGENE S. SUNSHINE, senior vice president for business and finance, Northwestern

University "The authors have produced an easily readable and valuable resource for board

members, administrators, students, faculty, or anyone interested in knowing about budgeting and

the budgeting process. Their treatment of the subject is thorough and complete." &#151;LARRY H.

DIETZ, vice chancellor for student affairs, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale "This is the best

&#39;nitty-gritty-how-to&#39; book on university budgeting that I have found. My graduate students

at both the master&#39;s and doctoral levels have found it to be a comprehensive, insightful, and

useful tool in their graduate studies." &#151;LINDA KUK, program chair, Higher Education Graduate

Programs, and associate professor of education, Colorado State University
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edition of the classic resource The Jossey-Bass Academic Administrator's Guide to Budgets and
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chancellor for student affairs, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale "This is the best
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master's and doctoral levels have found it to be a comprehensive, insightful, and useful tool in their
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THE AUTHORS MARGARET J. BARR is professor emeritus in the School of Education and Social

Policy at Northwestern University. She is the author or editor of numerous books and monographs

and former editor-in-chief for the New Directions for Student Services series. GEORGE S.

McCLELLAN is the vice chancellor for student affairs at Indiana University&#150;Purdue University

Fort Wayne. He is editor, with Jeremy Stringer, of The Handbook of Student Affairs Administration,

Third Edition.

I read this book as part of my investigations on sources of higher education budget and resource

management. Personally, I thought there was a lot to be gained by adding it to my personal library.

Barr and McClellan did not disappoint this reader. The book provided concepts, as well as,

stimulating ideas for navigating the challenging terrain of financial management within higher

education institutions. I will be forever grateful our instructor included this text on his recommended

reading list.



I bought this for class. It's a very accessible entry-level text for understanding budgeting in higher

education. It definitely focuses on large trends and qualitative elements, you will not get detailed

math or spreadsheets or anything.

Excellent!

gets the job done

A great book to have in higher education.

Excellent purpose written book

Was not excited about purchasing this book for coursework, but enjoyed reading it. Very practical

and informative.
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